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MARCO

"If you are determined to re-establish yourself as a writer," a friend recently wrote to me,

"you should write something new, something from the vantage point of an older and wiser man

writing in the early 21st century." The only problem is how do you write about nothing?

Outside, it is bitter cold. The fields are covered with snow. I seldom go out of doors. In

my condition it is dangerous and slippery to walk or drive. I live in a world of white. Ostensibly

there is nothing there.

I see few other people. I am not interested in hearing what they have to say. Nor am I

interested in what I say to them. There is nothing there.

And yet, I am reminded of The Snowman by Wallace Stevens . "One must have a mind

of winter ... and been cold a long time ... for the listener who listens in the snow, and, nothing
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himself, beholds nothing that is not there, and the nothing that is." After all, nothing is

something.

This past fall, the musical version of Red Eye of Love was produced Off-Broadway in

New York. After Arnold Weinstein's death in 2004, I trudged on alone through ten dreary years

of workshops until I finally got the play produced.

The final production was worth the wait. It was nearly everything I hoped it would be.

Two of the leads, Alli Mauzey and Josh Grisetti, were brilliant. The direction by Ted Sperling

and the choreography by Alex Sanchez and Lanie Sakakura were equally brilliant. And the

music by Sam Davis was unequivocally great. The only problem was that our third lead was

miscast. In spite of all his energy and good humor, he was just not right for the role.

At Ted's request, I stayed away from the early rehearsals. But I received a steady stream

of phone calls from people who had seen the show telling me how great they thought it was. We

were going to be a revolutionary musical. We were going to win a Tony Award.

When I finally came down from Maine just before the show began previews , I shared

their enthusiasm. I was amazed and delighted with the care that Ted Sperling and Lainie

Sakakura gave to even the smallest detail of the production.

Before our opening, all the auguries were good. A reporter from The New York Times

named Laura Wilder-Hughes came to a late rehearsal and she was sufficiently impressed that she

not only did a feature article on the play, but she must have convinced Ben Brantley, the leading

critic of The Times, to review it. ("I love this play," she said to me when she came to see an

actual performance a few days after the show had opened. )



Contrary to all our expectations , Ben Brantley did not like Red Ey'e of Love. I had hoped

that Ben Brantley would review the playas part of my life and work. This was a ridiculous idea.

How could Ben Brantley know anything about my life or work? I thought that he would see the

playas a very personal statement of my feelings about this country and the theatre in general.

Instead, Ben Brantley wrote that Red Ey.e of Love came out of the Absurdist Movement in

the 1960s , a movement for which he apparently had no tolerance. He did not seem to be aware that

the original play was written in the 1950s, long before anyone had heard of the Theatre of the

Absurd. He said that the play was sentimental. He damned it by saying it was like The Fantastiks

with a social conscience. In view of the fact that The Fantastiks is one of the most popular

American musicals ever his criticism seems beside the point. Actually, in a different context, his

criticism might have seemed like an apt description of what I was trying to do.

After a four week run , Red Eye closed. When I watched the final week of performances

and closing, it made me very sad. Every night the cast gave a perfect performance to a near-empty

house . Ben Brantley's notice had effectively killed Red Ey.e of Love. So all those years of work

had come to nothing.

About a year ago, I was close to death , so much so that I had to be moved from my studio

into an apartment in town where it was easier for medical assistance to get to me. I spent most of

my time in bed, rousing myself from time to time to read or just day-dream. It was in such a semi

conscious state that I thought of Marco Lattimore.

The summer before, when we did the production of Red Ey.e of Love at Waterman's

Comm unity Center , Marco had come to me to tell me that he would like to work backstage on the

show. A 20-year-old summer resident of the island, he was shabby and unkempt . I told him
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he should clean up his act. The next day when he showed up for work, he had washed and

shaved. He made a point of showing me how he looked. Revelation! My brief glance revealed

that he was a remarkably good-looking young man.

Marco worked extremely well on Red Eye ofLove. He showed up every day on time,

and he did his chores with a cheerful good nature. For some reason that I will never understand,

my memory of the way he looked when he revealed himself to me, gave me a renewed interest in

life. I began to get well.

I called Marco 's grandmother, who lives in Rockland, and asked her how to get in touch

with him. She gave me his telephone number but she cautioned me, "Marco is a problem." I

later discovered that he had lived in her house on North Haven for one winter. He was fifteen

years old at the time and he was going to the North Haven Community School. Come spring, he

ran off to New York with a local girl named Kelsey Ruffalo, but not before scribbling

obscenities on the walls of his grandmother's house.

"Marco's problem is that he is too good-looking," his grandmother said. "Have you ever

looked at him? He looks like a Renaissance prince. Someone should paint him."

In spite of his grandmother's warning, I called Marco. He was excited to hear that Red

Eye ofLove was going to be done in New York, and he said he would do anything he could to

help.

I don ' t know what I had in mind. I was obviously attracted to him, but I tried to suppress

such feelings. I needed help when I was in New York, and who better to provide such help than

a remarkably good-looking young man.
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We made elaborate plans to get together for lunch the next time I was in New York. We

were scheduled to meet at the Metro Diner at noon on April 24.

Marco did not show up. I ate lunch alone, and when I was done, I went back to the

apartment where I was staying and called him to find out what had happened . I called on his cell

phone and got him immediately. He said that for some reason he had thought we had changed

the date of our meeting . He said he would come uptown immediately.

I waited for him at the subway stop on Broadway and 102 Street. When he finally

emerged from the subway, he proved to be just as good-looking as I remembered.

We returned to the Metro Diner where we were seated in a booth opposite each other. A

waiter took our order. Marco ordered a hearty lunch. In view of the fact that I had already eaten,

I ordered a glass ofwater.

As soon as the waiter was gone, I told Marco the story of my - to me - near-miraculous

recovery of the month before.

"Do you know that you 're very good-looking?" I said. "Do people tell you that all the

time?"

"Yes," Marco replied, matter-of-factly.

I told Marco I was a sick and lonely old man. I said I did not think I could get through

the rehearsal period on Red Eye ofLove without some help. At that point, I was certain that Red

Eye ofLove would be a great success , and I assured him that there would be enough money to

take care of us both. In the meantime I said I would get him a small salary. I made clear that I

was not interested in sex. At my age and in my physical condition, the idea seemed grotesque .

To all of this, Marco responded with, "Cool!" and "Gimme five!"
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I finally got around to asking him what he wanted to do with his life. He said he thought

he might be interested in acting - he had taken a few classes with William Esper. This

immediately piqued my interest. I said that I might be able to help. I asked him what sort of

roles might interest him.

"Well, there 's this show on television for teen-agers," he said. "I thought I might be one

of the hosts."

"No, no," I replied aghast. "If you want to be an actor, you must be a great one."

After lunch he walked me back to my apartment. I was tired and I needed to hold onto

his arm to make it. When we reached the courtyard of the building where I was staying, I had to

pause to catch my breath.

"I promise you I' ll never be late again," he said, as we parted.

After that we saw each other nearly every day. We would have dinner together or we

would go to the theatre or the ballet. We really had very little to talk about, but that didn' t seem

to matter. I loved to look at him. One night after a meal at Le Citron, Marco had to excuse

himself to go to the bathroom. The waiter came over to my table.

"Let me ask you something," he said. "Is that kid your grandson?"

Marco and I must have been an odd couple. But I didn ' t care. I was blissfully happy.

I asked Marco if he knew my paintings. He said he did not, but that he would Google

them. When I told him I would like to do a series of paintings of him, his reaction was the same

as it had been to everything else. "Cool!"
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About a week later, I made arrangements with a photographer named Kevin McDermott

to take some photographs ofMarco from which I could work. By this time I had decided to do

three head portraits, one dead-on, one looking right, and one looking left, like mug shots.

"Do you see how beautiful he is? Do you see?" I kept asking Kevin as he took the

pictures. "You should use him as a model."

The photographs came out well and I decided to go back to Maine at once to begin work

on the paintings.

I had to return to New York around the middle of June for final preparations on Red Eye

ofLove. If! ever needed someone to help me, now was the time. But Marco was suddenly

unavailable.

I had bought tickets for us to see Roberto Bolle in Manon at the American Ballet Theatre.

Marco failed to show up. The next day when I tried to call him to find out what had happened, I

could not reach him. When we did make contact, he said that his cell phone was broken, his

mother needed him at home in New Jersey, and besides , he was sick. I did not see him all that

week, and I had to fend for myself as best I could. We finally made plans to have dinner on

Sunday night, but when he arrived at the hotel where I was staying, he said it was necessary to

change plans. His father had "gone crazy" and he had to go to Brooklyn to deal with him. I

must have shown my disappointment because Marco attempted to put his arms around me.

"No, that's not what I want," I said as I freed myself from his embrace.

Nevertheless, we made plans to meet the following morning for breakfast and then to go

on to final callbacks . Marco assured me he was completely recovered . I did not have to worry

about him showing up.
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The next morning he never arrived. I waited for him as long as I could. But then I went

to the callbacks on my own. I got lost on the way and I was late in arriving. This made me

furious. When Marco finally did show up around eleven o'clock, I left the callbacks to go to talk

with him in the hallway. He explained that he had overslept - he was so tired from all the

pressure he was under at home. I said I was sorry, but he was just no use to me. I would do all I

could to help him, but I had to look for someone else to assist me on Red Eye of Love.

"Don' t I get a second chance?" Marco asked.

"Unfortunately, no," I replied coldly.

Marco quickly made plans to move to North Haven for the summer. He called a few

days later to say that ifI would give him $200 for a car rental, he could drive me back to Maine.

I needed to save money so I accepted.

He did not rent a car after all. He borrowed his mother ' s. The plan was to drive to Maine

through the night. When he arrived at seven o'clock in the evening to pick me up at the hotel

where I was by then staying, he had some friend from North Haven with him. I sat in the back

seat determined to sleep.

But all through the night the car radio blasted Rock'n Roll. I simply listened as Marco

and his friend talked. They talked about girls. They talked about Marco 's plans to buy an

elaborate van and start some sort offish delivery business. They talked about Marco's hope to

move to Los Angeles.

"Yeah, man! L.A. !" he shouted as he pounded the steering wheel. "That's where the

action is!" There was never any mention of his studying acting.
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By the time we got to the ferry landing in Rockland, dawn was breaking. I hadn't said a

word all evening.

As we stood on the sidewalk waiting for our separate ferries, his to North Haven, mine to

Vinalhaven, I asked about my $200. Marco assured me his mother would pay me back the next

week, but she never did.

My final words were bitter. "I listened to you and your friend talking last night," I said,

"and I couldn't recognize the person I thought I knew."

I see now that I was wrong to be angry. I had tried to impose a fantasy on Marco. When

that fantasy proved to be unreal, the fault was mine, not his.

After that I pretty much lost touch with Marco. The last time I saw him, he had given

himself a Mohawk haircut that obliterated his good looks . So our relationship had come to

nothing.

Two other things happened about this time. I received a telephone call from Helen Cook.

She was the lady with whom I had founded the Playwrights Horizons Theatre School. One of

her acting teachers, a young man named Derek Lucci, was familiar with The Book ofMargery

Kempe. He knew that I had written a play about her, and he wanted to meet me.

I took a script of my play, The Saintliness of Margery Kempe along with me to the

meeting. Derek read it that night. He called me the next morning to say that he thought it was a

great play, and he would like to direct a production of it for NYU Undergraduate Drama. Helen

Cook and he agreed to see if such a production could be arranged.

On the same day, I met for lunch with Daphne Anderson Deeds. Daphne had once been

the Senior Curator at the Yale University Art Gallery. She was now a freelance art consultant. I



had been referred to her by Suzette McAvoy , the Executive Director of the Maine

Center for Contemporary Arts in Rockport , Maine. I had an idea that I would like to

arrange a retrospective exhibition of my work that would include paintings,

photographs, a history of Waterman's Community Center , and movies of some of the

more significant stage shows I had done such as Anne Bogart's production of South

Pacific, and Robert Wilson's production of Heiner Muller's Hamletmachine. I wanted

Daphne to be the curator. I felt certain that with the success of Red Ey.e of Love, such

an exhibition would be possible.

Daphne seemed most interested in my photographs. She felt they might be a

photographic record of a whole cultural era in New York and she asked me when I

went back on one of my trips to Maine if I would go into my attic where the photographs

were stored and see if I could find them so she might look them over.

When I got back to Maine, I went into my attic. There I discovered not only a

stash of old photographs but also the novel and the four plays I had written as a

younger man. I immediately sat down to read the novel and the plays.

And much to my surprise, I thought they were amazingly good. I was ashamed at what

I had done to my own plays. In view of the quality of the writing, and in view of the fact

that the plays have not really aged, they seem like classics . Roundabout has dated a

bit. It is very much a play of the 1950's. I think now that only adds to its charm.

I determined to edit the plays for publication. I also determined to change the

highly autobiographical novel into a personal memoir.

ID



I came down from Maine three more times after that. The first time was for the

start of rehearsals. The second was for the week of previews and the opening. The

third was for the final week of performances and the closing.

When I returned to Maine, after the closing of Red Ey.e of Love, I was confronted

with the first of the paintings of Marco I had started the previous spring. I decided to

complete the triptych.

I also began in earnest to put the book and plays into some sort of final form. As

I poured over the manuscripts, the better the writing seemed to become. John Morton,

the young man from Vinalhaven I had hired to replace Marco , was an enormous help

to me. I couldn't have written this book without him.

Nothing. Nothing. I became obsessed with the idea that I am nothing .

My life has been my work. If my life ends, does my work end too?

Out of fear. Out of shame. Out of failed love. Out of lack of faith in my own

abilities. Me! Me! It was I. I am filled with grief and fury at what I have done to myself.

I am the guilty one who put the part of my life I most cared about, my writing, in a

drawer, in an attic. From time to time, I tried to write again - the novel , other plays - but

all my efforts were doomed to failure , almost before I started .

Now when it is almost too late, I want to redress the wrong I have done to

myself. Suddenly I crave fame - not for myself; that is almost irrelevant now - but as a

means of protecting my work.

J I



I did my work. In spite of my self-imposed handicaps, I did my work. I have

been a poor guardian of my talents. But as I look back on my life now, I see that I have

produced more and in many different areas than anyone else of my generation. I feel

that all I have done is truthful , a great deal of it is funny in a way that transcends time,

many of the paintings are beautiful. I want the world to know what I have done. With

the last gasp of breath that is in me, I am still trying to declare myself.

(Hurry! Hurry!)

(Shh, Shh.)

(It's almost too late.)

Madness! Insanity!

And yet, out of this madness, I have achieved a greater sanity. The work I have

done over the last few weeks and months has made me whole again. I am complete

in a way I haven't been in a very long, long time. I am at peace. The old man that I am

now is the child that I was before Joe Creeley and his tribe ever laid hands on me.

The hurts of childhood. The wounds we carry with us all our lives.

My original version of this book was finished on February 14, 2016. This is the

day on which, in 1924, my parents were married .
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